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With the  new law banning many sporting rifles in 
Maryland hanging above our heads like the Sword of 
Damocles, it has driven many of us to buy guns that we 
liked but weren't necessarily going to buy any time soon.  
However,  with the 01 October 2013 effective date of the 
new law fast approaching it has become a rush to get in 
those last minute orders for the soon to be newly banned 

sporting rifles like the Tavor.  The Tavor SAR is  a .223/5.56 bullpup designed and built for the Isreali 
Defense Forces (IDF) to meet the need of CQB in an urban warfare environment and improve on the 
reliability of the M4 style carbine.

Bottom line up front; out of the box a battle ready rifle, comma, when it is configured appropriately for 
a Left or Right Handed shooter.  My intial reaction is that I like it, not as much as I like my Daniel 
Defense M4. But I like the advantages of a smaller overall length rifle with a
full length barrel.  I've fired about 500 rounds from my gun this week and
found that I didn't shoot it as accurately as I do my M4, but all groups out to a
100 yds were easily covered by my hand. The zero M4 target picture shown
was at 100yds using my AIMPOINT Pro and stock iron sights co-witnessed.
The built in rail iron sites are okay, but they are truly back up sights.
Although, they can be quite accurate.   The white paper target shown below
are the first three shots out of the box at the center orange dot at 25 meters
using the iron sights. The two groups below the orange dot are from my
AIMPOINT Pro taking it directly off my M4 and putting it on the Tavor
without any adjustments.  It was set up for a 200 meter zero on my M4.  So it
needed a bit of tweaking to bring it up just a bit and the results as your can see
are on the M4 Zero target at 100yds.

 One of the strengths of the Tavor is that it is completely convertible to be a
left handed gun once you have installed a left handed bolt. This conversion is
only handled by Tavor at the U.S. headquarters based in Harrisburg, PA.  IWI
was releasing and selling LH bolts initially directly to customers and vendors
but due to “headspace issues” they stopped doing this and now you will need
to send your rifle back to IWI for conversion. (Could this be operator error only or are there truly issues 
with the LH bolt and headspace?  We may never know as IWI has not released any details. It could also 
simply be a marketing tool to identify who their left handed customers are and to be able to control the 
supply of LH bolts when current supplies are still limited to market demands.)  I'm looking forward to 
getting my gun back from the factory with a newly installed left handed bolt and left handed brass 
ejection. While many of the videos out there say this is not a problem, if you're primarily a LH shooter, 
then this is a big problem, after 300 rounds, I had a black streak and burn mark(s) on my chin.  Without 
the LH conversion this is a very awkward gun for a LH shooter to run and gun effectively.

For more detailed information and an excellent video review of the Tavor please visit Military Arms 
Channel You Tube channel or find them on Facebook.   http://youtu.be/9155MuJcT88
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